N1257 NCIS (USA, 9/23/2003- ) [TV SERIES]
(Other titles: Naval Criminal Investigative Service)

Series summary: Crime series set in the Naval Criminal Investigative Service based in Washington. NCIS investigates all crimes involving Navy and Marine Corps personnel, regardless of rank or position. From murder and espionage to terrorism and stolen submarines, these special agents traverse the globe to investigate all crimes with Navy or Marine Corps ties. The investigative team is led by Special Agent Jethro Gibbs (Harmon)

Silent night (12/16/08)

Credits: director, Tony Wharmby; writers, Frank Cardea, George Schenck.
Cast: Mark Harmon, Michael Weatherly, Cote de Pablo, Pauley Perrette, Sean Murray, David McCallum, Ryan Bittle, Peter Coyote.
Summary: In this episode, the team investigates a murder in which fingerprints lifted from the crime scene are found to belong to Ned Quinn (Coyote), a former Navy Corpsman in Vietnam. After the war he suffered from PTSD and became a meth addict. His wife divorced him, taking full custody of their daughter. The only problem is that Quinn is supposed to have died in a fire at a homeless shelter in 1991. The team goes over Quinn’s file and service record, but nothing suggests a violent past. According to the record, Quinn left Vietnam on Dec. 30, 1972. The week before he left, another Navy corpsman was killed: Roger Lawrence Graham. If Quinn is alive, Gibbs believes he may honor Graham’s memory by visiting the Vietnam Veterans Memorial on the anniversary of that death. Staking out the Memorial, that is where the team finds Quinn and begins to unravel his involvement in the murder.
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